
La guerre! C’est une chose trop grave pour la confier
à des militaires. 

(War is too important a matter to be left to the military.) 

— Georges Clemenceau

To paraphrase the words of the late
French statesman: guidelines are too
im portant a matter to be left to clinical

experts. That is the bottom line of the re search
article by Dinnes and colleagues1 on the extent
to which clinical guidelines for monitoring
prostate-specific antigen in patients after cura-
tive treatment for prostate cancer are based on
the available scientific evidence.

The risk of recurrence and death from cancer
varies widely in men with localized prostate can-
cer who have received curative treatment. This
risk varies substantially depending on the extent
and differentiation of the tumour, the status of the
lymph nodes, the margins of the surgical speci-
men, in addition to the preoperative and postopera-
tive serum levels of prostate -specific antigen. Thus,
it would seem crucial that clinical guidelines with
recommendations for monitoring patients whose
prostate cancer has been curatively treated are
based on high-quality scientific  evidence.

In their recent paper, Dinnes and colleagues
carefully evaluate the rigour of development of
nine published guidelines using seven predefined
criteria adapted from the Appraisal of Guidelines
for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) frame-
work.2 The authors conclude that the guidelines
are inconsistent, and that the recommendations
for “when to take action” are primarily based on
consensus statements rather than scientific  evidence.

Dinnes and colleagues highlight two reasons
for the shortcomings they identified among the
guidelines: inadequate use of available evidence
and lack of data from appropriate studies in the
literature. The inconsistencies in the specific rec-
ommendations among the nine guidelines were
striking, and Dinnes and colleagues state “there
does not appear to be any clear pattern in recom-
mendations.”2 This observation strongly suggests
that most published guidelines have short comings
that decrease their value for guiding clinical
practice. In addition, Dinnes and colleagues sug-

gest that this is likely true for guidelines in all
areas of clinical  medicine.

The guideline published by The National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
(NICE) scored markedly better in the framework
criteria than those issued by expert organiza-
tions.3 Indeed, it may come as no surprise that
the institute, financed by the UK National Health
Service, and specializing in providing guidelines
for a wide range of disorders (with over 100
guidelines published to date), has developed rig-
orous methods. In particular, the guideline from
NICE was the only one to consistently provide
clear links between its specific recommendations
and the underlying scientific evidence. However,
it would appear that the apparent lack of formal
scientific rigour among the other guidelines is a
matter that could be easily remedied by collabo-
rations between clinical experts and experts in
the methodology of guideline  development.

Although it is clear that existing evidence was
not always optimally incorporated into the guide-
lines studied, there are limited data on the topic
of monitoring patients with prostate cancer in the
literature. This would seem a greater obstacle for
the development of evidence-based guidelines
than the lack of methodological rigour.

The gold standard study design in the evalua-
tion of therapeutic strategies is the randomized
controlled trial. However, comparing  follow -up
among men with localized prostate cancer is
cumbersome because such cancers have a pro-
tracted clinical course that rarely leads to the
patient’s death.4 Furthermore, a large proportion
of men with prostate cancer are older, and their
risk of death from other causes is substantial.
Hence, such studies are both costly and time-
consuming. Despite this lack of high-quality sci-
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• The lack of involvement of methodologists in the development of
guidelines may result in recommendations that do not reflect the evidence. 

• Clinical experts should collaborate with methodologists on the design of
clinical guidelines and the extraction of data.

• There is an urgent need for clinical trials in virtually all areas of the clinical
management of prostate cancer.
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entific data, testing serum levels of prostate -
specific antigen is frequently used for the early
detection of prostate cancer, its surveillance and
detection of relapse after curative treatment.

Although there are some ongoing prospective
observational studies on monitoring strategies for
the active surveillance of men with low risk for
prostate cancer,5–7 to the best of our knowledge,
there are no clinical trials on optimal monitoring
strategies for men who have received curative
treatment. In fact, it was only recently that trials
showed reduced mortality from prostate cancer
due to systematic testing of serum levels of prostate-
specific antigen among healthy men, followed by
curative treatment after diagnosis is  confirmed.8,9

Thus, there is limited evidence to support even
basic decisions on managing prostate cancer, and
even less regarding the specific issue investigated
by Dinnes and colleagues: optimal monitoring
using prostate-specific antigen in men who have
received curative treatment for localized prostate
cancer. Indeed, it is doubtful if there will ever be a
sufficiently large randomized trial of monitoring
patients with prostate cancer after curative treat-
ment. As such, the developers of guidelines will
have to base their recommendations on other
sources of information in the foreseeable future.

In the absence of data from randomized trials,
some knowledge may be gleaned from  high-
quality, population-based, cancer-specific reg-
istries.10,11 Although there are inherent pitfalls in
the interpretation of observational studies, such
as confounding by indication to treatment, if
attention is paid to their design, these studies can
provide valuable information (e.g., long-term
outcomes when prostate cancer is treated using
different strategies).12 Such data can subse-
quently be used in statistical modeling of the
optimal use of prostate-specific antigen in sur-
veillance, also accounting for competing risks.

The study by Dinnes and colleagues suggests
that clinical experts would benefit from partner-
ing with methodologists on the design of clinical

guidelines and the extraction of data. Their sur-
vey highlights the urgent need for clinical trials
in virtually all areas of clinical management of
prostate cancer.
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